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We explore cities and winding country roads.

Corners hugged and throttles revved.

Windows down, radio loud, no particular place to go.

Always forward, defying the wind. I am the embodiment of Jinba Ittai.

You, the heart behind the wheel. We were always meant to connect,

like a horse and rider, car and driver as one.

Together, we are stronger.

We have a bond that words alone cannot describe.

We never drive alone. We drive together.



MADE IN MUKAINADA

Mazda began its journey as a manufacturer of cork products, in

Mukainada, Hiroshima and rose to the challenges of rebuilding itself

and our community after World War II. Since then, we have not only

accepted challenges, we have been driven by them. Mukainada is not

only our birthplace, it is our inspiration. Throughout our history we

have developed innovations that others deemed impossible, from the

rotary engine to Skyactiv Technology and beyond.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR CHALLENGER SPIRIT



KODOḊ SOUL OF MOTION

Creating a sense of motion, even at a standstill— this is the essence of Mazda’s KODOḊ Soul of Motion design philosophy. It is our

designer’s way to give each model its own personality. With curves and angles so striking, they command your attention through a

mere glance. Exciting you by the anticipation of what’s to come and urging you to get behind the wheel and experience the unique

energy that can only come from a Mazda. Eliciting this kind of instant emotional response requires a human touch. Created for

humans by humans.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR DESIGN LANGUAGE



INTRODUCING THE 2022
MAZDA2

Engineered and crafted with utmost care to the tiniest

detail, the 2022 Mazda2 makes an impression both visually

and from a driver’s perspective. Its sporty shape and striking

colours match the sophisticated handcrafted interior, while

every feature is thoughtfully built around you, the driver.

Our designers’ emotional approach creates a feeling of

complete oneness with the Mazda2, giving way to an

effortless and engaging driving experience.



BEAUTY ON WHEELS

The 2022 Mazda2 is both agile and stylish.

Our Kodo: Soul of Motion design language

has created a car with a playful, yet elegant

spirit. The bold exterior shape creates a sense

of vitality, elevating motion into an art form.

Its solid stance, muscular lines and overall

look create a feeling of forward momentum,

inviting you to get behind the wheel.

FRONT REAR
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Sharply angled, they create a striking

appearance and provide piercing light even on

the darkest of roads.

The shark fin antenna enhances the beauty of

KODO design, adding more vitality to car’s

styling.

The new front grille completes the KODO

design, adding a sense of confidence to the

overall look.

LED HEADLAMPS SHARK FIN ANTENNA FRONT GRILLE



Provides an extra level of sophistication by

enhancing the overall looks and offers an

extra level of security.

The newly introduced Platinum Quartz paint

adds a more elegant touch to the KODO

design and puts the shapes of the car into the

right light anywhere you drive.

PRIVACY GLASS PLATINUM QUARTZ



SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP

Our craftsmen are called ‘Takumi’ – a name which symbolises dexterity and precision, representing a long tradition of master

craftsmanship in Japan. These are the artisans who hone their skills for years, even decades, to achieve mastery. Their passion,

patience and dedication to their craft is poured into every Mazda through the human touch – something no computer can replicate.

Every tiny detail inside the 2022 Mazda2 is a testament to the Takumi’s proficiency, deepening the car and driver connection to the

point of feeling as one.



TO THE LAST STITCH

Nothing quite tempts the senses like touch. The contact of soft textures, solid stitching and a form that embraces you. Every inch of

our carefully constructed upholstery is designed to make your driving experience better.



COMFORT AWAITS

The 2022 Mazda2 is built to match your needs and uplift

your spirit, with a balanced mix of both functional and

design features. Because you should feel comfortable in any

situation, features like the Cruise Control, Heated Steering

Wheel, Rear View Camera and Lane Keep Assist, all

contribute to a heightened state of relaxation and

confidence.



Adds an extra touch of distinctive style while

enhancing the comfort for both driver and

passengers.

Promotes safer driving by providing

appropriate steering assistance. Lane Keep

Assist uses a windshield- mounted camera to

recognize lane-markings on the road and

activates at speeds above 60 km/h.

NEW DESIGN INTERIOR LANE KEEP ASSIST



Set once to keep your climate the way you

like it at all times.

The rear-view camera lets you see exactly

where you are going when reversing rather

than simply guessing. Parallel parking has

never been easier.

AUTO A/C REAR VIEW CAMERA



CONNECTING CAR AND DRIVER

Every Mazda aspires to the same single goal—oneness between the vehicle and you,

the driver. We call this unique feeling Jinba Ittai. When you experience this seamless

connection, your senses become heightened. You engage with the moment and

leave all distractions behind. You feel energised and rejuvenated.



EFFORTLESS CONNECTIVITY

In the driver-centric cabin of the 2022 Mazda2, every

element is situated within easy reach, so you can stay better

focused on the road ahead. A completely synchronised

environment is ensured by the effortless control of the 8”

colour touch-screen display and the intuitive HMI

Commander. Moreover, synchronising your mobile phone,

accessing internet radio or your favorite music via Android

Auto or the Wireless Apple CarPlay, is now easier than ever

through the Mazda Connect infotainment system.



POWER AND EFFICIENCY

Improved performance. More efficiency. Enhanced enjoyment. This is

what our latest Skyactiv and Mild Hybrid engines in the 2022 Mazda2

are designed to deliver. We believe that excellent fuel efficiency

should never come at the cost of performance. So, our driving-

obsessed engineers found a way to enhance both. Every aspect of the

vehicle is engineered to maximise driving dynamics and efficiency:

from body construction and engine technology, to the chassis and

transmission.



MAZDA M HYBRID – EFFICIENT
AND FUN TO DRIVE

Mazda M Hybrid is our innovative evolution of hybrid car

technology. By capturing the energy that is normally wasted

during breaking, the M Hybrid uses that energy to assist the

engine and to power the car’s electrical system. The result is

a smooth acceleration, natural transitions when braking or

accelerating and an overall fun-to-drive feel. All while saving

fuel in the process.



CONFIDENCE IN EVERY DIRECTION

A suite of i-Activsense safety features and sophisticated safety

innovations alert you to hazards and help you avoid collisions—or

lessen their impact. New-generation features such as with traction

and control system Blind Spot Monitoring with Rear Cross Traffic

Alert, Parking Sensors or the Advanced Smart City Brake Support help

improve your visibility and awareness of the road.
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COLOUR THAT MOVES YOU

The colours of the 2022 Mazda2 are one

of the first things that will strike you, such

as our exclusive Platinum Quartz paint. A

daring mixture of bright aluminum flakes

and opaque pigment, it illuminates the

beautiful characteristics of Kodo design,

bringing it to life in a whole new way.

SOUL RED
CRYSTAL

JET
BLACK

POLYMETAL
GRAY

METALLIC

SONIC
SILVER

DEEP
CRIMSON

ARCTIC
WHITE

CERAMIC
METALLIC

DEEP CRYSTAL
BLUE

ETERNAL
BLUE

MACHINE
GRAY

PLATINUM
QUARTZ

SNOWFLAKE
WHITE PEARL



YOUR STYLE AND NEEDS

We have created thoughtfully-designed accessories that

work seamlessly with the 2022 Mazda2, complementing its

style and expressing yours. Choose which ones you need to

complete your Mazda2, your way.



Adds a more sporty look to your 2022

Mazda2.

A great way to keep your car’s trunk looking

brand new for years to come.

Completes the KODO design, adding a more

dynamic look to your 2022 Mazda2.

FRONT SKIRT BOOT LINER REAR ROOF SPOILER



Gives your car’s interior a more luxurious

touch.

Build with top quality material and perfectly

cut to fit your 2022 Mazda2 interior.

Completes your 2022 Mazda2 design with an

extra sense of sportiness and elegance.

ILLUMINATED SCUFF PLATES FOOT MAT 15" ALLOY WHEELS



Completes your 2022 Mazda2 design with an

extra sense of sportiness and elegance.

An extra touch of personality to the overall

KODO design.

With the Black 15’’ wheels, your 2022 Mazda2

will stand out anywhere you take it.

16" ALLOY WHEEL 15" GUNMETAL ALLOY WHEEL 15" BLACK ALLOY WHEEL



Catch all the eyes with the elegantly crafted

design and the luxurious finish of the Silver

15” Design 153 wheels.

Adds a touch of maturity and distinctiveness

to your 2022 Mazda2.

15" SILVER DESIGN 153 ALLOYS 16" BLACK METALLIC ALLOYS



INTRODUCING THE
MAZDA2 HYBRID

The newest member of the Mazda2 line-up is also the first

Mazda with a hybrid electric powertrain. Delivering

excellent fuel efficiency and low emissions, the new

Mazda2 Hybrid uses electric power to help you go farther

on a litre of petrol. And it does so without you having to

charge a battery or change the way you drive. Built in France

and designed for optimal aerodynamics and maximum

driving fun, this compact city car has been created to be

more sustainable – and look good doing it.



EXPRESSIVELY DYNAMIC

With its expressive lines and wide muscular stance, Mazda2 Hybrid’s

small footprint and edgy design make it equally at home on city

streets and the open road. The large grille, sweeping LED lights and

aerodynamically sculpted foglamp-housing make a powerful first

impression. Multi-spoke alloy wheels emphasize the impression of

compact agility, which is accentuated by the best in class turning

circle.



SLEEKLY SPACIOUS

Wide open and surprisingly spacious for a car this compact,

the Mazda2 Hybrid offers a comfortable and roomy

atmosphere for up to four adults, as well as 286 litres of

cargo space. With a focus on high visual and tactile quality,

the driver-focused cabin design puts everything you need

right where you need it – including an 8” dashboard-

mounted centre touchscreen for optimal visibility.



COLOURS

Personalise your perfect MAZDA2 Hybrid

with 7 brilliant colour options to choose

from.

LUNAR
WHITE

NORTHERN
WHITE
PEARL

STORMY
SILVER

LEAD
GREY

OPERA
BLACK

FORMAL
RED

MONUMENT
BRONZE



ELECTRIFYING EFFICIENCY

Taking excellent fuel efficiency to the next level, the Mazda2 Hybrid is

powered by a petrol engine and a battery-powered electric motor

that work in tandem, as well as alone: a full-parallel hybrid drive

system. The EV mode offers smooth, ultra-quiet pure electric driving

for the majority of the time in urban environments – with zero tailpipe

emissions! The Mazda2 Hybrid’s lithium-ion battery gives you the

flexibility to keep the engine off when driving around housing estates,

car parks and other places where emissions need to be kept down.

And the best part is: regenerative braking uses the electric motor to

charge the battery, so you don’t have to.



CLASSḋLEADING SAFETY

Enjoy more peace of mind with class-leading active safety

performance. The Mazda2 Hybrid is available with a range

of advanced safety features. These systems are underpinned

by an ultra-rigid bodyshell, which provides an incredibly

strong and lightweight protective safety cell around driver

and passengers. It is also one of the first cars in the segment

to feature SRS centre airbags, which help prevent the driver

and front passenger from colliding with each other. As a

result, the Mazda2 Hybrid has earned the maximum five-

star Euro-NCAP crashworthiness rating.

Entry grade models already feature a comprehensive list of

standard equipment like Lane Departure Alert with Steering

Control and Lane Trace Assist, Advanced Smart City Brake

Support & Hill Launch Assist. Mid grade builds on the Entry

level specification including a rear-view camera for easier

and safer parking and reversing. Other available features

include a Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Cross Traffic Alert

with automatic braking function and a 10” colour head-up

display, which projects key information such as vehicle

speed, safety warnings, navigation support and multimedia

information into the driver’s line of sight on the windscreen.



AGILE PERFORMER

Compact and agile, the Mazda2 Hybrid has been designed to be

sure-footed and responsive on the road. Its low centre of gravity, ideal

weight distribution and segment-best torsional rigidity translates to

more enjoyment behind the wheel – reducing body roll and stopping

distances as well as improving cornering performance. The

suspension system features low-friction Macpherson struts in front

and a torsion beam in the rear, combining excellent ride comfort with

enhanced agility. And balancing driving dynamics with a relaxing ride,

the Mazda2 Hybrid features notably low noise and vibration levels for

a quiet, refined cabin environment.



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

VISION GRADE

• LED headlamps
• 15” Alloy Wheels
• Cruise Control
• 8” Center Display

VISION PLUS GRADEVISION GRADE



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

VISION PLUS GRADE

• Rear view camera
• Automatic A/C
• Heated leather steering wheel
• Lane keep assist

VISION GRADE VISION PLUS GRADE



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

PURE

• 7" Multimedia System
• Automatic Air Conditioning
• Automatic High Beam (AHB)
• Pre-Collision System (PCS)
• Driver Attention Alert (DAA)
• Road Sign Assist (RSA)
• USB / Bluetooth

PLUS PACK

• Leather Shift Knob
• Leather Steering Wheel
• Rear Spoiler
• Seat Heater
• Steering Wheel Heater
• Power Window - Front/Rear

AGILE SELECTPURE



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

AGILE

• 8" Multimedia System
• 15" Alloy Wheels
• Foglamp - Halogen
• Leather Steering Wheel
• Leather Shift Knob
• Rear View Camera
• Seat Heater
• Smart Keyless Entry
• Steering Wheel Heater

COMFORT PACK

• Front Headlights - LED
• Front Foglamp - LED
• Rear LED Indicators
• Dual-Zone Automatic Air Conditioning

SAFETY PACK

• Auto Dimming Inner Mirror
• Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)
• Parking Sensor (Front/Rear)
• Parking Support Brake (PKSB)

PURE SELECTAGILE



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

SELECT

• 16" Alloy Wheels
• LED Headlights
• Digital Meterset
• Head-up Display
• Parking Sensor (Front/Rear)
• Parking Support Brake (PKSB)
• Rear Privacy Glass
• Wireless Smartphone Charging
• Dual-Zone Automatic Air Conditioning

OPTION PACK

• Panoramic Sunroof

PURE AGILE SELECT



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLES

EEXXTTEERRIIOORR VVIISSIIOONN VVIISSIIOONN  PPLLUUSS

7G Silver 15" Alloys • •
Heated mirrors • •
LED Headlamps • •
Side mirrors electr. adjustable (D&P) w/ turn signal • •
Privacy Glass - •
Shark fin antenna (body color) - •

• = Standard; - = Not Available

INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA SECURITY TECHNOLOGYEXTERIOR



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLES

IINNTTEERRIIOORR VVIISSIIOONN VVIISSIIOONN  PPLLUUSS

Steering wheel - Leather • •
Shift Knob - Leather • •
Rear seat fold 60:40 • •
Heated steering wheel - •

• = Standard; - = Not Available

EXTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA SECURITY TECHNOLOGYINTERIOR



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLES

CCOOMMFFOORRTT  &&  MMUULLTTIIMMEEDDIIAA VVIISSIIOONN VVIISSIIOONN  PPLLUUSS

Seat heater • •
Cruise Control • •
Rain and light sensor • •
Air Conditioning • •
Auto A/C - •

• = Standard; - = Not Available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLES

SSEECCUURRIITTYY VVIISSIIOONN VVIISSIIOONN  PPLLUUSS

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) with Traction control system • •
Side and curtain airbags • •
Hill Launch Assist (HLA) • •
Advanced Smart City Brake System with pedestrian recognition • •
Parking sensors, rear - •
Lane Departure Warning System and Lane Keep Assist - •
Rear view camera - •

• = Standard; - = Not Available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGYSECURITY



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLES

TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY VVIISSIIOONN VVIISSIIOONN  PPLLUUSS

8" Display • •
HMI Commander • •
Push engine start button • •
Wireless CarPlay and wired Android Auto • •
Mild hybrid (Manual transmission only) • •

• = Standard; - = Not Available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA SECURITY TECHNOLOGY



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLE - MAZDA2 HYBRID

EEXXTTEERRIIOORR PPUURREE AAGGIILLEE SSEELLEECCTT

15" Steel Wheels with Wheel covers (185/65R15) • - -

15”  Alloy Wheels (185/65R15) - • -

16” Alloy Wheels (195/55R16) - - •
Body Coloured Mirror Caps • • •
Body Coloured Outer Door Handles  • • •
Antenna - Shark Fin Type • • •
Rear Combination Lamp - LED • • •
License Plate Lamp - Halogen • • •
Back Up lamp - LED • • •
Headlamps - Halogen • • -

Headlamp Levelling - Manual • • -

Headlamps - LED - - •
Front Fog Lamp - Halogen - • -

Front Fog Lamp - LED - - •
Rear Turn Lamp - Halogen • • -

Rear Turn Lamp - LED - - •
Rear Spoiler - • •
Rear Glass - Privacy - - •
Side Mirrors Electrically Adjustable (Driver & Passenger) • • •

Heated Side Mirrors • • •
Automatically Foldable Side Mirrors - - •
Piano Black Lower Front Grille - - •
Satin Chrome Surround on Lower Front Grille - - •

• = Available; - = not available

INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA

TECHNOLOGY &
SAFETY

OPTION
PACKSEXTERIOR



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLE - MAZDA2 HYBRID

IINNTTEERRIIOORR PPUURREE AAGGIILLEE SSEELLEECCTT

Steering Adjustable - Tilt & Telescopic • • •
Steering Switch - Audio/ Safety Functions • • •
12V Power Outlet x1 • • •
Front Center Armrest • • •
Rear Seat Fold 60:40 • • •
Front Center Armrest with Console Box • • •
Power Windows with Auto function Front Only • - -

Power Windows with Auto function Front & Rear - • •
7" Multimedia System • - -

8" Multimedia System - • •
Analog Speedmeter • • -

Digital Speedmeter - - •
Auto A/C • • -

Dual Auto A/C - - •
LED Ambient Lamp - Door Trim & Front Console - - •
Manual Seat Height Adjustable - Driver • • •

Manual Seat Height Adjustable – Passenger - - •
Steering Wheel - PVC • - -

Steering Wheel - Leather - • •
Shift Knob - PVC • - -

Shift Knob - Leather - • •
Vanity Mirror - Passenger Only without Illumination • - -

Vanity Mirror - Driver & Passenger without Illumination - • -

Vanity Mirror - Driver & Passenger with Illumination - - •

• = Available; - = not available

EXTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA

TECHNOLOGY &
SAFETY

OPTION
PACKSINTERIOR



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLE - MAZDA2 HYBRID

CCOOMMFFOORRTT  &&  MMUULLTTIIMMEEDDIIAA PPUURREE AAGGIILLEE SSEELLEECCTT

Hybrid System Indicator • • •
Lightsensor • • •
Push Engine Start Button - • •
Smart Keyless Entry (Remote Key x2) - • •
Rainsensor - • •
Front Seat Heater (Driver & Passenger) - • •
Steering Wheel Heater - • •
Auto Dimming Inner Mirror - - •
Head Up Display (HUD) - - •
USB connector x1 • • •
Bluetooth • • •
DAB • • •
2 Speaker Audio system • - -

6 Speaker Audio system - • •

• = Available; - = not available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
TECHNOLOGY &

SAFETY
OPTION
PACKS

COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLE - MAZDA2 HYBRID

TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  &&  SSAAFFEETTYY PPUURREE AAGGIILLEE SSEELLEECCTT

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control • • •
Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) / Tractic Control (TRC) • • •
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) • • •
eCall • • •
Pre-Collision System (PCS) • • •
Road Sign Assist (RSA) • • •
Driver Attention Alert (DAA) • • •
Automatic High Beam (AHB) • • •
Lane Depature Alert (LDA) • • •
Lane Tracing Assist (LTA) • • •
Emergency Steering Assist (Pedestrians only) • • •
Hill-Start Assist Control • • •
Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL) • • •
Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) - - •
Rear Crossing Traffic Alert (RCTA) - - •
Parking Sensor (Front/Rear) - - •

• = Available; - = not available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA

OPTION
PACKS

TECHNOLOGY &
SAFETY



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

FEATURES TABLE - MAZDA2 HYBRID

PPLLUUSS  --PPAACCKK PPUURREE AAGGIILLEE SSEELLEECCTT

Front Fog Lamp - Halogen • - -

Steering Wheel - Leather • - -

Shift Knob - Leather • - -

Power Windows with Auto Function Front & Rear • - -

Rear Spoiler • - -

Rain Sensor Wiper • - -

4 Speakers • - -

Door Trim Decoration – Front & Rear • - -

Seat Material - Fabric (Mid) • - -

Windshield Glass with Acoustic Spec. • - -

Steering Wheel Heater • - -

Front Seat Heater (Driver & Passenger) • - -

CCOOMMFFOORRTT  --PPAACCKK

Headlamps - LED - • -

Front Fog Lamp - LED - • -

Rear Turn Lamp - LED - • -

Side Mirror Auto Retractable (Driver & Passenger) - • -

Black Mirror Caps - • -

Piano Black Lower Front Grille - • -

Satin Chrome Surround on Lower Front Grille - • -

Black Synthetic Leather Seats  - • -

Front seat type - Sport - • -

Manual Seat Height Adjustable – Driver & Passenger - • -

Dual-Zone Automatic Air Conditioning - • -

Seat Back Pocket - Passenger Side - • -

Vanity Mirror - Driver & Passenger with Illumination - • -

Digital Speedmeter - • -

SSAAFFEETTYY  --PPAACCKK  ((RREEQQUUIIRREESS  CCOOMMFFOORRTT  PPAACCKK))

Parking Sensor Front & Rear with Brake Function (PKSB) - • -

Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) - • -

Auto Dimming Inner Mirror - • -

PPAANNOORRAAMMIICC  SSUUNNRROOOOFF

Panoramic Sunroof - - •

• = Available; - = not available

EXTERIOR INTERIOR
COMFORT &
MULTIMEDIA

TECHNOLOGY &
SAFETY

OPTION
PACKS



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

SPECIFICATION TABLES

PETROL

11..55  MM  HHyybbrriidd  9900hhpp  66MMTT 11..55  9900hhpp  66AATT

EC emission level EU6d Temp. EU6d Temp.

WLPT values

Fuel consumption1 (liters/100km)

Low 5,7 6,4

Medium 4,5 5,0

High 4,1 4,7

Extra High 5,1 5,9

Combined 4,7 5,4

CO2 emissions1 (g/km) 107 122



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

SPECIFICATION HYBRID TABLES

EEnnggiinnee  aanndd  PPeerrffoorrmmaannccee
1.5 Hybrid

2WD

Displacement (cm3) / Cylinder 1 490 / 3 in a row

Hybrid Yes

Performance (kW (HP) ) - system output 85 (116)

Torque (Nm/U/min) - system output 120 / 3 600-4 800

Electro (kW (HP)) 59 (80)

Capacity (A/h) 4.3

Voltage (V) 177.6

Drive CVT

Top Speed (km/h) 175

Acceleration (0-100 km/h in sec.) 9.7

CONSUMPTION WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONSENGINE AND PERFORMANCE



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

SPECIFICATION HYBRID TABLES

CCoonnssuummppttiioonn
1.5 Hybrid

2WD

EC Emission Level EU 6d

Fuel Type Petrol

Combined (l / 100km), WLTP 3,8-4,0

CCOO22  eemmiissssiioonn  --  WWLLTTPP

CO2 emission -WLTP (g/km) 87-92

ENGINE AND PERFORMANCE WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONSCONSUMPTION



MAZDA2 MAZDA2 HYBRID

SPECIFICATION HYBRID TABLES

WWeeiigghhtt  aanndd  DDiimmeennssiioonnss
1.5 Hybrid

2WD

Length/Width/Height/Wheelbase (mm) 3 940 / 1 745 / 1 500 / 2 560

Trunk Volume - Rear seats up /Rear seats down (VDA) (l) 286 / 947

Min./Max. Curb Weight including Driver (kg) 1 105-1 145

Towing Capacity - without brake 450

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg) 1615

Max. Roof Capacity (kg) 50

ENGINE AND PERFORMANCE CONSUMPTION WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS



DISCOVER MORE

Get in touch and get to know more about Mazda2 or Mazda2 Hybrid. Experience the car yourself with a test drive or ask for an offer from our dealers.

Use our configurator to find

the perfect Mazda for you.

BUILD YOUR MAZDA

Experience the Mazda2 or

Mazda2 Hybrid for yourself.

REQUEST A TEST DRIVE

FOLLOW US ON

PRINT BROCHURE

Facebook, Twitter, iPod®, Stitcher™, aha™, Bose®, Twiddler®, Centerpoint®, Nd®, Surround- Stage® and AudioPilot® are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Used with permission.

Inchcape Motors Finland reserves the right to introduce changes in specification and equipment due to its ongoing product development. Colour and trim samples shown in this brochure may vary from the

actual colours because of the limitations of the printing process. It is recommended that you consult your Mazda dealer when referring to these. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the

Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Mazda Motor Company is under licence. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
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